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Retrospective analysis of 20 cases of refractory Hodgkin’s lymphoma
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We investigate the clinical characteristics, prognosis and treatment of relapsed and refractory Hodgkin’s lymphoma.
Twenty patients with relapsed and refractory Hodgkin lymphoma were treated by chemotherapy or autologous stem cell
transplantation in our hospital from April 2006 to August 2012. The retrospective analysis of the records from the 20 patients
reflected both 5-year overall survival (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS). The overall effectiveness was 80% for the
20 patients. The 5-year overall survival rate and 5-year progression-free survival rate were 73.5% and 62.7%, respectively.
Therefore, comprehensive treatment should be actively utilized in the case of invalid second-line regimen for the refractory HL patients.
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Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) originates from the B lymphocyte malignancies, characterized by the typical Reed-Sternberg
(R-S) cells in lymphoid tissue. It is more common in Europe and
the United States than in Asian countries [1]. Compared with
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, the incidence of HL is lower, while
the cure rate of HL is relative higher. Although a satisfactory
cure rate could be achieved by radiotherapy or combination
chemotherapy, 20% of the patients would develop refractory
and recurrent HL [2]. In the patients in the advanced stage, 30%
of them appear the disease progressing, while 15%existprimary
drug resistance [3].How to early identify refractory patients
is important to improve the cure rate. The high-risk patients
who are not sensitive to conventional chemotherapy could be
treated with high doses of chemotherapy or autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation. On the contrary, low-risk
patients should be identified to avoid adverse effects caused
by excessive chemotherapy [3]. Both clinical and molecular
markers have been applied in the HL prognosis at diagnosis
or in the relapsed/refractory setting. Previous study reported
the adverse prognostic factors of HL patients as follows: male,
age > 45, albumin < 40 g/L, hemoglobin < 105 g/L, white
blood cell count ≥ 15×109/L, lymphocyte count < 0.6 × 109/L
or proportion <8% and in stage IV [4]. For advanced patients,
the international prognostic score (IPS) was often used as the
evaluation criterion, classifying the advanced HL patients

into low-risk group (IPS 0-2) and high-risk group (IPS≥3).
However, there is no consensus on refractory and recurrent HL
patients. LYSA (LYmphoma Study Association) reported poor
prognostic factors as relapse time <1 year and clinical stage IIIIV during recurrence [2]. The extra nodal lesions and group
B symptoms were added to the prognostic factors according
to the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC) [5].
Currently, there are no new agents for the recurrent and
refractory patients since 1970s. For patients relapsed after
initial treatment, salvage chemotherapy followed by ASCT
is the standard of care for the sensitive patients. For patients
relapsed after second-line therapy, the optimal treatment
remains unknown [6, 7]. Exploring the effective treatment
of these patients has gained widely concern. Here we report
and summarize the clinical features of 20 cases of refractory
Hodgkin lymphoma patients.
Patients and methods
Patient selection. Patient data in the Affiliated Tumor
Hospital of Tianjin Medical University (Tianjin, China) were
retrospectively reviewed. We enrolled 20cases of refractory
classic Hodgkin lymphoma (CHL) patients with complete
follow-up from April 2006 to August 2012. All patients were
diagnosed based on pathological examination.
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Data collection. Patient baseline and clinical data, including age, sex, disease stage, laboratory tests (blood routine;
blood metabolic panel: liver and kidney function, LDH and
β2 microglobulin; EB virus detection; bone marrow biopsy
and biopsy) and imaging examination (ultrasound for superficial lymph nodes, CT or PET-CT for chest, abdomen and).
All patients gave written informed consent, and approval
for the study was obtained from the Institutional Review
Board, which conformed to the standards of the Declaration
of Helsinki.
Patient treatment. Of the 20 cases, 3 early recurrent patients (recurrence occurred less than 6 months after treatment)
and 2 refractory patients (curative effect of SD after 2 cycles of
ABVD scheme) received Beacopp chemotherapy (bleomycin
10mg/m2, d8, etoposide 200mg/m2, d1-3, doxorubicin 35 mg/
m2, d1, cyclophosphamide 1.2g/m2, d1, vincristine 1.4mg/m2,
d8, methyhydrazine 100mg/m2, d1-7, prednisone 40mg/m2,
d1-14, 21 days as one course of treatment).
Of the 15 late recurrent patients (recurrence occurred more
than 6 months after treatment), 13 received ABVD chemotherapy (doxorubicin 25mg/m2, d1, 15; bleomycin 10mg/m2,
d1, 15; vinblastine 6mg/m2, d1, 15; dacarbazine 375mg/m2,
d1, 15), and the other 2 patients received the combination
of rituxan (375mg/m2, d0) with ABVD scheme. During the
period of chemotherapy, the granulocyte colony stimulating
factor was subcutaneous injected if the white blood cell count
is lower than 2.0 x 109/L.
Based on the treatment response, complete remission (CR)
patients got autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (ASCT) after pretreatment of BEAM (BCNU 300mg/m2,
-6d, VP-16 100mg/m2, -5d ~ -2d, CTX 1.5g/m2, -5d ~ -2d, Arac 100 mg/m2, q12h -5d ~ -2d) or CBV (CTX 1.5g/m2, -6d ~
-3d, BCNU 300mg/m2, -6d, VP-16 150mg/m2, q12h -6d ~ 4d).
Partial remission (PR) patients might get local radiotherapy.
Efficacy and adverse effects. Thirty days after all treatment,
the PET-CT was utilized to evaluate the treatment efficacy.
Based on the NCCN 2016 guideline, the treatment response of
HL is divided into CR, PR, stable disease (SD) and progressive
diseases (PD). According to the WHO standard, the acute and
subacute adverse cancer drug reactions were also applied to
evaluate the adverse effects.
Statistical analysis. All data were analyzed by the SPSS
version 18.0 software (SPSS, Chicago, IL, United States).
The survival curves were constructed by the Kaplan-Meier
method. Overall survival (OS) was defined as the interval

from the diagnosis of relapse/refractory HL to death or the
end of follow-up. Progression-free survival (PFS) was defined
as from the diagnosis of relapse/refractory HL to PD, death
or the end of follow-up.
Results
Baseline characteristics. There were 11 males (55%) and
9females (45%). The age ranged from 7 to 68 with the median of 30 years old. Three patients were older than 45. The
pathological types included: nodular sclerosis CHL (NSCHL),
mixed cellularity CHL (MCCHL) and lymphocyte-rich CHL
(LRCHL). Recurrence occurred in 18 of the patients and 2
were refractory patients. The time to recurrence ranged from
8 to 51 months, with the median time of 22 months.
Clinical features of the patients. Superficial lymph node
enlargement was the main clinical manifestation in 18 of the
patients, with the cervical lymph nodes mostly involved. The
other case started with the mediastinal neoplasm. Eight patients had B symptoms (fever, night sweats, and weight loss).
None bone marrow was involved in any patient. Anemia was
shown in 7 cases, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) was increased
in 9 cases, and β2-microglobulin was increased in 2 cases.
Sixteen patients got the Karnofsky Performance Status (KPS)
greater than 60 points. According to the Ann Arbor staging
system, 9 cases were in stage I-II, and 11 cases were in stage
III-IV, with the International Prognostic Score (IPS) less
than 2. With respect to pathologic types, there were 10 cases
of NSCHL, 7 cases of MCCHL and 3 cases of LRCHL. The
clinical features of the 20 Hodgkin’s lymphoma patients were
shown in table 1.
Treatment outcome and short-term effect. In the
20 patients who had completed previous chemotherapy,the
median course of chemotherapy was 11 (6-18). Two patients
had received previous local radiotherapy. The median course
of chemotherapy after the disease recurrence was 6 (4-8).
For the 11 patients who achieved CR via chemotherapy
after recurrence, the consolidation therapy of ASCT was
performed. For the 5 patients with PR, 2 achieved CR and
1 got SD in the 3 patients who received the following radiotherapy, the other 2 continued PR. The overall effectiveness
was 80%. One patient got SD, the remaining 3 patients were
diagnosed as PD.
Survival outcome. Twenty patients were followed up until August 2015, and no one was lost. The median follow-up

Table 1. The clinical features of the 20 Hodgkin’s lymphoma patients
Pathological types
NSCHL
MCCHL
LRCHL
Total

Cases

Gender
men/women

Age
<45/≥45

Stage
I-II/III-IV

EBER
positive

B symptoms
positive/negative

Elevated LDH

10
7
3
20

6/4
4/3
1/2
11/9

9/1
6/1
2/1
17/3

4/6
4/3
1/2
9/11

6
4
2
12

3/7
4/3
2/1
9/11

4
4
1
9
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Figure 1. The 5-year overall survival (OS) (A) and progression-free survival (PFS) (B) of the 20 Hodgkin’s lymphoma patients

months was 28 (19-60). To the end of follow-up, 13 cases were
diagnosed as CR, of which 5 were MCCHL, 6 were NSCHL,
and 2 were LRCHL. Two patients were diagnosed as PR, two
patient got SD. Three patients died of disease progression. The
5-year OS and PFS of the 20 patients were 73.5% and 62.7%,
respectively (Figure 1A-B).
Adverse effects related to the treatment. During
therapy, III-IV grade myelosuppression occurred in 5
patients. After recombinant human granulocyte colonystimulating factor treatment, the hemogram returned to
normal. Shivering and high fever were occurred in 1 case
when getting rituximab infusion, and they were alleviated
after 5mg dexamethasone treatment. Impaired liver function (grade I) was shown in 2 cases. Adverse reactions of the
digestive system, such as nausea and vomiting, occurred in
14 patients, with 8 cases of grade I, 4 cases of grade II, and 2
cases of grade III. Cardiac toxicity was found in 3 patients,
with symptoms as I grade sinus tachycardia. Pulmonary
infection (grade II) was shown in 3 cases, which was alleviated after the combination of imipenem and fluconazole
treatment (Table 2).
Discussion
In the 20 cases of refractory patients, the lymph node enlargement was the main clinical manifestation. B symptoms
occurred in 40% patients. With respect to pathological types,
the NSCHL accounted for 50%, the MCCHL accounted
for35%, and the LRCHL accounted for 15%. Of all the
patients, 45% were in stage I-II, and the other 55% were in

stage III-IV. After chemotherapy, the overall effectiveness
was 80%.
In this study, there were 11 patients at advanced stage with
IPS score < 2, belonging to the low-risk group. According
to the LYSA prognostic factors, however, in the 11advanced
patients, 3 cases (27.3%) were with the recurrence time less
than 1 year. The fact that less than third of the 11 patients
got high risk factors is clearly different from the IPS prognosis prediction. Thus, in the future, HL patients of large
sample size from different centers are in great need to better
understand the prognosis of HL patients and to improve the
overall survival.
Of the 20 patients, 15 advanced patients with recurrence
got ABVD chemotherapy, of which 2 cases got combination
chemotherapy of rituximab and ABVD. The 5 early refractory cases with recurrence received the second-line regimen
of BEACOPP chemotherapy. After treatment, the overall
effectiveness was 80%. Currently, there is no consensus on
the chemotherapy regimen for refractory HL patients yet
[8]. The second-line regimen for refractory HL patients
includes ICE, DHAP, GDP, and Mini-BEAM [9]. Czyz et al.
analyzed 132 refractory HL patients underwent ASCT, and
reported the 10-year OS and PFS as 76% and 66%, respectively [10]. They summarized that ASCT should be utilized
for the refractory HL patients. In this study, the 11 patients
with CR all got ASCT for consolidation therapy. Till the end
of follow-up, the 11 patients all survived with no diseaseprogression. However, for patients with high risk factors,
the first-line ASCT treatment could not further improve the
efficacy. With respect to the roles of first-line therapy with

Table 2. Adverse effects related to the treatment of the 20 patients

Cases
(%)

Myelosuppression
(III-IV)

Impaired liver function
(ALT↑)

Adverse reactions of the
digestive system

Cardiac toxicity

Pulmonary infection

5
25

2
10

14
70

3
15

3
15
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ASCT in the high risk HL patients, it has been concluded in
the HD01 study that there was no significant difference in OS
and PFS between the ASCT treatment and the conventional
chemotherapy. In this study, there were 11 patients (55%) who
underwent ASCT and remained disease-free at the time of
follow-up. It is significantly suggested that the comprehensive
treatment is more meaningful for patients with refractory
relapse. It is reported that rituximab is effective in the treatment of CD20-positive nodular lymphocyte-predominant
Hodgkin’s lymphoma [11]. It was reported that after rituximab monotherapy for the recurrence of nodular sclerosis HL,
the total response rate was 22%, the PR rate was 18%, and the
CR rate was 4%. In addition, the total response rate was 19%
for the 16 cases whose R-S cells did not express CD20 [12].
Thus, whether R-S cells express CD20 or not, rituximab is
effective in recurrent HL patients. However, in this study, after
2 patients received combination chemotherapy of rituximab
with ABVD, 1 case got SD and the other case got PD. The fact
that neither of these 2 patients achieved the reported efficacy,
was possibly due to the small sample size. More patients are
needed to confirm the efficacy of rituximab in the treatment
of HL patients with negative CD20.
With the development of new drugs, increasingly efficacy
is shown in the treatment of refractory HL patients [13].
BV is a CD30 monoclonal antibody that cleaves intracellular proteolytic enzymes by binding to target cells, releasing
MMAE (Monomethyl auristatin E). MMAE could bind to
the microtubule system, leading to the apoptosis. A previous
study showed that with 11 refractory HL patients who received
BV as first-line treatment, 4 of them directly got CR, and6
got CR after ASCT treatment [14]. PD-1 inhibitors suppress
the interaction with PD-L1 and PD-L2 by binding to PD-1,
activating the antitumor activity of T cells [15, 16]. Younes et
al. reported a single-arm phase II trial of PD-1 inhibitors to
treat CHL patients after ASCT or BV failure, that 9% got CR
and 46% got PR [17].
In conclusion, for the refractory HL patients, comprehensive treatment including BV or PD-1 inhibitors should be
actively utilized in the case of invalid second-line regimen.
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